
Gettinng  the  rright  baalaannce  betweenn  the  rright  aannd  left  haanndss  caann  caausse  ssomme  heaadaachess  -  but  thesse
aarre  the  firrsst  sstepss  to  aachievinng  yourr  goaal.    
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Balancing the sound 

It’s  funny  how  the  same  problems  come  up  time  and
time  again  -  and  they  are  always  the  ones  that  seem  so
simple  to  resolve  (when  you  know  the  answers).    It’s
also  very  noticeable,  when  one  starts  to  explain  how  to
resolve  something  quite  simple,  especially  over  the
phone,  that  the  conversation  tends  to  keep  taking  us
further  and  further  into  the  workings  of  the  instrument  -
until  you  realise  that  what  started  out  as  ‘simple’  has
actually  turned  into  something  far  from  it.    I’ve  just  had
one  such  conversation  with  a  lady  who  I  won’t  name
but  who,  at  ninety-ttwo  years  of  age,  is  as  bright  as  a
button.    She’s  also  an  exceedingly  well  respected
musician  who  is  well  able  to  handle  the  musical
aspects  of  her  newly  acquired  Tyros5.

You may wonder what ‘simple’ problem she could be
seeking help with...  Well, it’s the age old one of “the
right hand sounds are too quiet and they’re getting
drowned out by the left. Can I turn them up to re-dress
the balance?”  Okay, you may think the answer is
simple too - but, if so, read on because, as the
possibilities unfold and we delve into the keyboard, you
may find yourself in uncharted territory.

There are two frequent reasons for the right hand
volume to be low in relation to the left hand
accompaniment...  The first is a ‘player issue’ in that the
player has a tentative or gentle touch on the keyboard.
Essentially they’re not striking the key hard enough for
the touch responsive keying to produce the necessary
level of volume.  

In the second instance it’s a technical
issue because the Modulation Wheel
is set in some cases to control the
volume of the right hand voice and, if
it is turned in the wrong direction, this

will result in a low volume.

If that doesn’t solve the problem, how about turning the
right hand voices up?  It’s definitely an option but it
wouldn’t be my first choice.  I should point out that by
now we’ve checked that the right hand volume levels
are in the region of their default (100) setting - fig.1. 

My first choice would be to check the volume of the
Style - fig.2.

Fig.1



In its default state the accompaniment style (which
most people automatically refer to as their ‘left hand’) is
not responsive to your touch on the keyboard.  This
means that the Style volume is high - even if you have
a gentle touch.  To my way of thinking it’s better to
reduce the Style volume until the sound is balanced as
you like it.  If the overall sound is then too quiet you
can turn the whole keyboard up using the Master
Volume dial on the panel... easy.  In my experience
most people tend to play with the master volume set
somewhere between half and three-quarters full -
leaving plenty of room for maneuvre.

A final option is available should all else fail... switch off
the Initial Touch button - fig.3.  

This would be my absolute last resort because
switching of the keyboard’s response to your touch
takes away all the wonderful tonal variation that can be
achieved by striking or pressing the keys in different
ways.  

So, to recap.  Resolve ‘my left hand is too loud’ by...

1 Checking the modulation wheel is in the correct 
position. 

2 Pressing the BALANCE button reducing the volume 
of the Style until it balances with the right hand - 
before increasing the overall volume of the 
instrument using the master volume control. 

3 Switching off the Initial Touch button or control.

There’s  more  if  you  want  it...

I went on to tell my lovely lady listener that the Tyros5
is such a versatile instrument that you can use many
other controls to manipulate the sound/balance of the
instrument and get the sound perfectly suited to your
ears.  Then I realised that I was opening a whole new
can of worms and quickly added, “but I think we’ve
probably covered enough for now.  Maybe we should
save the rest for another day.”

Happily, if you want to know more, ‘another day’ begins
when you turn the page because, as we ended the call it
crossed my mind that what I would have told her would
probably be better written down - so she’d be able to
look back over it as she worked through the steps.
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Getting
to know
your
Tyros5
THE  DEFINITIVE
GUIDE  TO  THE
YAMAHA  TYROS  5
Presented by  Daniel  Watt  FLCM
5 x DVD set for £99.99 (including p/p) 
Available  from  Yamaha  Club  Ltd.    See  order  form  for  details

This  5  DVD  set  takes  you  through  each  function  on  every
screen  in  the  Yamaha  Tyros5.    In  a  tutorial  lasting  just  over
seven  hours,  Daniel  explains  not  only  what  all  the  functions
do  but  also  why  you  would  want  to  use  them  in  the  first  place
-  and  gives  practical  examples  of  how  to  use  them  to  make
your  music  sound  even  better.

CONTENT

DVD 1: Introduction / Setting Things Up Out Of The Box / Main
Screen / Quick & Easy Setup / Selecting A Voice / Saving A
Registration Memory / Naming A Registration Memory / Mixing
Console - Overview / Mixing Console - Volume / Pan / Mixing
Console -Filter / Mixing Console - Tune / Mixing Console - Effect
/ Mixing Console - EQ / Mixing Console - Master Compressor.

DVD 2: Mixing Console - Line Out / Voice Set - Overview /
Voice Set - Common / Voice Set - Controller / Voice Set - Sound
/ Voice Set - Effect, EQ / Voice Set - Harmony / Harmony Echo,
Initial Touch, Sustain, Mono Buttons / DSP & DSP Variation
Buttons / Function - Overview / Function - Master, Scale Tuning /
Function - Song Setting / Function - Style Setting / Function -
Split Point / Function - Chord Fingering.

DVD 3: Function - Controller / Function - Registration
Sequence / Function - Freeze / Function - Voice Set / Function -
Harmony Echo / Function - MIDI - Overview / Function - MIDI -
System / Function - MIDI - Transmit / Function - MIDI - Receive /
Function - MIDI - Bass / Function - MIDI - Chord Detect /
Function - MIDI - MFC10 / Function - Saving a MIDI Template.

DVD 4: Function - Utility - Overview / Function - Config 1 /
Function - Config 2 / Function - Media / Function - Owner /
Function - System Reset / Function - Wireless LAN / Function -
Pack Installation / Direct Access Button / Copying Files To USB /
Audio Recorder - Simple Recording / Audio Recorder - Multi
Track Recording / Song Recorder - Simple Recording / Song
Recorder - Multi Track Recording.

DVD 5: Music Finder / Mic Setting / Vocal Harmony / Creating
A Yamaha Music Soft Account / Exporting Instrument Info /
Expansion Manager / Pack Installation / Using Expansion Voices
/ Using Expansion Styles / Using Expansion Registrations /
Using Expansion Demos.
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